Towards constructing a system of high-dispersion spectroscopic standard stars with well-established abundances, so that adequate reference stars of similar properties may be found for precise differential abundance studies of any near-solar type stars, we have collected high-resolution (R ∼ 70000) echelle spectra for 160 F-K dwarfs and subgiants of the solar neighborhood in three wavelength regions (5000-6200Å, 5800-7000Å, and 7600-8800Å) at Okayama Astrophysical Observatory. This spectra database is open to the public.
Motivation
The purpose of this paper is to give an account on a highdispersion spectra archive of 160 solar-type (late F through early K) stars, that were collected over the three-year period of 2000 . These data constitute the fundamental basis of our spectroscopic studies on solar-type and related stars (including planethost stars) currently going on.
The motivation of this project originally stemmed from our recent experience concerning an investigation of planetharboring stars (Takeda et al. 2001; Sadakane et al. 2002) , where we relied on the traditional methodology of "differential analysis only relative to the Sun," which simply uses solar gf values empirically determined from the strengths of solar spectral lines. During the course of that study, however, we could not help but be concerned about the following two points: -(1) The first is a fundamental one. Is it really sufficient to compare only with the Sun for investigating the effect of planets on the host stars? It is now considered that the composition of the Sun is not typical in a strict sense (i.e., slightly metal-rich, as compared to stars of the same type and age) though the reason is not yet well understood (see, e.g., Gonzalez 1999) . Then, a discussion on the abundance anomalies only compared to the Sun would not suffice. This means that we need to increase the number of reference stars, so that we can find adequate comparison standards of similar types to target stars in question.
- (2) The second is a kind of technical matter. In differential analysis, it is important that two stars (to be compared with each other) should be "similar" enough so as to guarantee the expected high precision. Nevertheless, investigators in this field do not seem to have paid much attention to this fact, and have tended to apply this method (without scruple) even to stars with T eff 's differing by more than several hundred kelvin from the Sun. Is this really OK? As a matter of fact, appreciable T eff -dependent systematic tendencies have occasionally been suggested in the resulting abundances (e.g., Feltzing, Gustafsson 1998; Bodaghee et al. 2003 ). Isn't it possible that this might be due to the use of the Sun as a direct comparison star, in spite of the considerable difference in atmospheric parameters?
Considering these problems, we eventually arrived at the conclusion that the best and most secure way would be to establish a sufficient number of spectroscopic standard stars with a wide range of parameters and well-established abundances. Then, a reliable and accurate differential analysis would become feasible and guaranteed, since one would be able to appropriately choose for any star an adequate similar comparison star.
This is the reason why we started collecting spectra of a sufficiently large number of late F through early K dwarfs (including subgiants) toward constructing a system of "highdispersion spectroscopic standard stars". In addition, we decided to place this spectra database in the public domain. Acually, reflecting the growing efficiency of data transfer, thanks to the development of the Internet, such an "opensource policy" appears to be gradually becoming the trend .4 * Columns 1 through 9 present the HD number, HR number, Hipparcos number, the conventional star name, the spectral type, the B − V color, the apparent V magnitude, the trigonometric parallax (in milliarcsecond), and the absolute V magnitude. In columns 10 through 13 are given the color indices of the Strömgren uvbyβ system, followed by the projected rotation velocity (in km s −1 , column 14) and the heliocentric radial velocity (in km s −1 , column 15). The data of M V were derived from the p and V values taken from the Hipparcos Catalogue (ESA 1997), except for HD 137108 for which we consulted the p value of Jenkins (1952) and the SIMBAD V data. All other data were adopted from the SIMBAD database.
† Planet-harboring stars are indicated wth "P".
of the astronomical community, as can be seen in the generous reliese of extensive and useful spectral data recently done by several observatories; e.g., UES high-dispersion spectra library (Montes, Martín 1998) , ELODIE spectral data archive (Prugniel, Soubiran 2001) , and ESO-UVES Paranal Observatory Project (Bagnulo et al. 2003 ). This paper is the first of the series, and describes the details of the basic observational data that we have accumulated so far, while the results of our analysis using these data will be published in forthcoming papers.
Observations
Observations were carried out over the period from 2000 October through 2003 May using the HIgh-Dispersion Echelle Spectrograph (HIDES, Izumiura 1999) at the coudé focus of the 188 cm reflector at Okayama Astrophysical Observatory. Equipped with a 4 K × 2 K CCD detector at the camera focus, the HIDES spectrograph enabled us to obtain an echellogram covering a wavelength range of ∼ 1200Å with a typical resolving power of R ∼ 70000 (case for the normal slit width of 200 µm) in the mode of red cross-disperser.
As our targets, we chose a total of 160 mid-F through early-K dwarfs (including slightly evolved subgiants) plus the Moon (to be used as a substitute for the Sun), following the strategy that each ∼ 100 K bin in T eff include ∼ 10 stars over the entire range of ∼ 1500 K. A list of our program stars is presented in table 1, where their fundamental quantities, taken from the Hipparcos catalogue and the SIMBAD database, are also given. Regarding the target wavelength ranges, we selected three spectral regions: the green-yellow region of ∼ 5000-6200Å (hereinafter referred to as "G"), the red region of ∼ 5800-7000Å ("R"), and the near-IR region of ∼ 7600-8800Å ("I"). Most of the observations were carried out for any of these three fixed spectral regions.
1 The exposure time of each one frame was typically 15-20 min, and usually a few frames were obtained for each star. We used a standard slit width of 200 µm (corresponding to R ∼ 70000) in most cases, though some G-region spectra (cf. the remarks in table 2) were obtained with a narrower slit width of 100 µm to accomplish a resolving power of the highest possible level (R ∼ 90000) .
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During the early stage of this project, spectra in the blue region of ∼ 3900-5100Å were also obtained for several tens of stars, though we eventually gave up this spectral range because of limited telescope time. Fig. 2 . Distributions of accumulated ADU counts of the three "raw spectra" files of ρ CrB (143761g001221.fits, 143761r010210.fits, and 143761i010315.fits; see section 4 for the definition of the file name) for three wavelength regions (G/R/I) comprising 22/16/10 orders. The spectrum in each echelle order shows a characteristic intensity distribution corresponding to the blaze function. Note the existence of several unusable damaged spectral portions due to the bad columns in the CCD.
Data Reduction

Raw Spectra
A first-order reduction of the echelle data was performed following the standard procedures (bias subtraction, finding echelle orders to extract, scattered-light subtraction, spectra extraction, wavelength calibration using Th-Ar comparison spectra) with IRAF 2 software package, yielding calibrated one-dimensional spectra consisting of multi-order spectral segments (typically ∼ 22 /∼ 16 /∼10 orders for G/R/I regions). Each of the spectra for a star taken on the same night (a few frames of 15-20 min exposures were consecutively obtained in most cases) were coadded to increase the S/N ratio. Hereinafter, we call the primitive spectra of integrated ADU counts at this reduction stage "raw spectra" for convenience. As an example, we show in figure 2 three kinds of raw spectra of ρ CrB for each spectral region. As can be seen from this figure, a few parts of the spectra are considerably damaged due to bad columns in the CCD detector of the HIDES spectrograph. This is an almost inevitable drawback of HIDES spectra, though the degree and the affected wavelength range of such spectrum defects differ case by case.
Reduced Spectra
The "raw spectra" were further divided by the local continuum by using the IRAF task "continuum", yielding continuum-normalized spectra.
Note, however, that an adequate implementation of this task was considerably difficult in several parts of the spectra (e.g., near the spectrum defects mentioned above, near the edges of the order or of the detector, near the strong absorption feature such as the Balmer lines or overlapping O 2 telluric lines), where the normalization results are unreliable and should not be seriously taken.
The next step was to apply a Doppler correction, which brings the wavelength scale of the spectra to the laboratory system. For this purpose, we first carefully adjusted the wavelength scale for several selected good-quality spectra of representative objects (Moon, HD 86728, etc.) , after finding the necessary Doppler shifts by comparing these observed spectra with theoretical synthetic spectra. Then, by using any appropriate one of these Doppler-corrected spectra as a standard template, we evaluated the necessary Doppler corrections for all other spectra by the cross-correlation method using the "fxcor" task of IRAF.
3 With such determined Doppler shifts, the wavelength scale of each spectrum was corrected by using the "dopcor" task. As a by-product, the heliocentric radial velocity (V hel r ) could also be evaluated from such determined Doppler corrections along with the earth's motion correction (computed by the IRAF task "rvcorrect") corresponding to the observation time, where the precision of V hel r is estimated to be 1kms −1 . Finally, we corrected the unusually large or negative 2 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation, USA. The wavelength regions used for this cross-correlation analysis were 6050-6160Å (region G/R) and 8660-8810Å (region I), both of which are free from telluric lines. count values (caused by bad pixels or related improper normalization) of the spectra by using the "imreplace" task, so that all of the normalized flux values lie within −0.1 and 1.3. Hereinafter, we call such resulting spectra as "reduced specra" for convenience; these are the final spectra that we will use for the our comprehensive analyses described in separate papers.
As a typical example of such reduced spectra, we display in figure 3 the spectrum of ρ CrB around the ∼ 5710Å region in three magnification scales, which was intentionally chosen so as to enable a direct comparison with Fuhrmann's (1998) figure 1 (FOCES spectrum) .
In addition, in order to show how our data are compared with similar public-domain spectra recently published by other observatories, we plot three kinds of spectra of HD 30562 (OAO/HIDES, WHT/UES, and OHT/ELODIE) and those of HD 185144 (OAO/HIDES, ESO/UVES, and OHT/ELODIE) in figures 4 and 5, respectively, focusing on the spectral region of 6078-6092Å, which Takeda et al. (2001) used for their spectral synthesis analysis.
Spectral Data to Release
According to our policy and intention described in section 1, we put all of the observed spectra of 160 program stars (plus Moon) in the public domain, which can be freely used without any restrictive conditions, as far as academic research purposes are concerned. In this section an explanation is presented regarding these spectra data files, which are downloadable from the ftp site 4 of the Astronomical Data Center, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.
All of the spectra (both raw and reduced spectra) are in the form of multi-order 5 standard FITS-formatted files. Hence, any well-known spectrum browser widely used in the astronomical community (e.g., "splot" in IRAF) should be able to view or handle these files. Since the number of objects is 160(+1), each object has three spectra corresponding to regions G/R/I, and there are two file-types (raw and reduced), we have 966 (161 × 3 × 2) files in total.
In order to obtain a quick grasp of the contents of a file, the name of each file is labeled according to the following rules. A raw spectra file for a star has a 19- (filled with zeros if necessary), [gri] denotes any one character of 'g' or 'r' or 'i' corresponding to the spectral region, and "yymmdd" denotes the observation date. Quite similarly, the reduced spectrum file has a 21-character name in which two characters "dn" ('d' and 'n' means "doppler-corrected"and "normalized", respectively) are inserted after the date string (i.e., right ahead of ".fits"). For example, the FITS file named "h143761g001221.fits" contains the raw spectra of HD 143761 for the G-region observed on 2000 December 21, while the file named "h004628r021117dn.fits" corresponds to the reduced R-region spectra of HD 4628 observed on 2002 November 17. Note that we did not combine the spectra of different orders into one long spectrum, because the damaged spectral portions due to bad columns prevent us from reliable merging. Fig. 3 . Continuum-normalized spectra of ρ CrB (143761g001221dn.fits) around λ ∼ 5710Å with three different magnification scales, which are chosen to enable a direct comparison with Fuhrman's (1998) figure 1. Two spectra of adjacent overlapping orders are overplotted in this figure, though they look almost the same and hardly discernible. total exposure time, mean signal-to-noise ratio, and the heliocentric radial velocity) for each of the spectra. Note that the mean signal-to-noise ratio is a quantity theoretically estimated with the formula of S/N ≡ (4.2 × count ) 1/2 , where 4.2 is the Gain factor (e − /ADU) of CCD and count is the average count of the raw spectra (cf. subsection 3.1) evaluated by the "imstatistic" task of IRAF. For example, the three raw spectra of HD 143761 shown in figure 2 have count values of 24800, 27100, and 7400 (for regions G, R, and I), which yield S/N values of 320, 340, and 180, respectively, as given in table 2. Owing to the mean nature of S/N , the S/N ratio at the center/edge of the spectral order segment is naturally somewhat higher/lower than this value. The V hel r values given in table 2 were evaluated by the procedure described in subsection 3.2. Comparing these values of different spectral regions with each other, and also with the literature data given in table 1, we can not only guess the accuracy of determination, but also learn the nature of spectroscopic binarity (e.g., the case of HD 14214).
Conclusion
With an ultimate purpose of establishing a reference star system of high-dispersion spectroscopic abundance standards, we collected the spectra of 160 nearby solar-type dwarfs and subgiants (with the spectral types ranging from mid-F through early-K) using the HIDES spectrograph and 188 cm reflector at Okayama Astrophysical Observatory. These spectra cover the three wavelength regions of 5000-6200Å, 5800-7000Å, and 7600-8800Å; their resolving power (R ∼ 70000) as well as the S/N ratio (typically ∼ 200) are sufficient for abundance determination. This database is open to the public, and freely available at the ftp site (see footnote 4) of the Astronomical Data Center, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.
This study is based on data obtained at Okayama Astrophysical Observatory (OAO) within the framework of the project "Comprehensive Spectroscopic Study of PlanetHarboring and Related Stars". Thanks are also due to all of the OAO staff for their elaborate instrumental maintenance and helpful support in the observations. This research has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, France. 
